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Introduction
Here we go! Time to look at Suppliers...

You have taken some time now to narrow down to a few products that you are 

interested in testing for private label. The task at hand now is to gather a list of 

potential suppliers for each of your potential products.

The goal here is to get a few potential suppliers for each product. Finding a 

handful of suppliers for each of your potential private label products not only 

gives you more choices, but it can help you get better pricing. Some products 

may not lend themselves to have this many suppliers – that's alright. We want 

you to understand the value and purpose behind not just going with the first 

supplier you find.

Alright – ready to start looking?

Let's dig in...
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Your Lesson...

Finding Suppliers 

So... Where do you go to find potential suppliers?

1. Google

2. Supplier Directories

3. Amazon.com

4. Niche Sites

5. Retail Stores

6. Alibaba

Let's look more closely at each of these...

1. Google

Of the six listed above just doing a google search, in my opinion, is the best way 

to search for suppliers. However, there are some tips and tricks that can help 

make your research more efficient and effective.

Manufacturers don't normally have beautiful websites that are easy to find... so 

don't settle for just page one results. Dig down into 2, 3, 4 and even beyond.

Let's stick with our camping theme and say we want to find a private label 

supplier for some camping tent stakes.

Your main searches will be:
“camping tent stakes supplier” or “tent stakes supplier”

“camping tent stakes manufacturer” or “tent stakes manufacturer” 

“camping tent stakes private label” or “tent stakes private label”

“camping tent stakes wholesale” or “tent stakes wholesale” (Wholesale

companies are my favorite private label suppliers so this one is my 

favorite search)
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Here is a video I created showing this process:

https://youtu.be/3niGvzsnTo0

Google Search Tips:

Tip #1: Use Quotes for Exact Matches

A google search for “camping tent stakes supplier” (without the quotes) brings up

some listings that aren't relevant. If you put quotes around “camping tent stakes”

then google will only display results from sites that have that exact phrase – not 

just some of the keywords in the phrase.

Also you might want to look at the related searches at the bottom of the page for 

more ideas.

Tip #2: Exclude Non Relevant Sites

Let's say that you are getting a lot of results from sites that aren't applicable – 

maybe like a Bass Pro Shop if you are in the camping niche... Or maybe Walmart 

keeps coming up hogging the results...
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Here is how to eliminate results from certain sites:

Add “-site:Site Name” without quotes.

Here is how you use this... To eliminate results from Walmart, you would type in 

“tent stakes supplier -site:walmart.com” without the quotes.

If you wanted to eliminate Walmart and Bass Pro Shop, your search would look 

like this:

“tent stakes supplier -site:walmart.com -site:basspro.com” without the 

quotes.

Here is a quick video I created illustrating this:

https://youtu.be/VAs8hqb7xNs

2. Supplier Databases

While I believe Google is the best way to find potential suppliers, there are also 

other methods that can yield great results. One is finding supplier databases.

Here are a few:

http://www.thomasnet.com/
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http://www.ttnet.net/
http://suppliers.privatelabeltheeasyway.com

[There is a file in the private FB community with this list and any additions that 

members may have]

3. Amazon

Amazon itself can be a good source to find potential suppliers. Sticking with our 

tent stakes example, you would simply type in “tent stakes” without the quotes 

in the Amazon search bar and look through the results.

Underneath the product title it will say “By [Company Name]”. This could be the 

manufacturer or at least a good contact for finding a private label tent stake 

supplier.

Here is a quick video showing this process:

https://youtu.be/clwK1mW9Yhk

4. Niche Sites

Looking for niche sites simply means finding websites that sell the item you are 
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interested in and just as we did in the example above on Amazon, see if you can 

find suppliers listed with the products.

For camping, some of the sites I would search are:

Cabellas.com

basspro.com

gandermountain.com

rei.com

backcountry.com

sportsmansguide.com

I'm sure there are many many more, but digging around sites like this could help 

you locate potential suppliers and give you other product ideas in the same niche.

5. Retail Stores

If camping was my niche and I was interested in private labeling tent stakes, I 

would go to the physical version of stores like Cabellas and Bass Pro Shops and 

other sporting goods stores and look for tent stakes... then check the back of the 

packaging.

The manufacturing might be listed on the back or there might be some contact 

information.

Sometimes private label items will say something like “Manufactured by” and 

then give the name and below that say “For [Store Name]”. So you might find 

that Cabellas has a private label version of a tent stake. The packaging might say 

“Manufactured by ABS Tent Stakes for Cabellas”

Being able to hold it in your hand can be valuable for when you get into the 

packaging phase as well because you will know what competitors are doing and 

how you might be able to make the packaging better or copy it... or what type of 
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logo or picture you may need.

6. Alibaba or Aliexpress

I know this is the “Easy Way”, but that doesn't mean that www.Alibaba.com and 

www.Aliexpress.com is off limits. If you find better pricing or are having difficulty 

finding a domestic supplier for your particular product... then Alibaba and/or 

Aliexpress can be a good resource. It is easy to use – you can search by product 

type or category.

Several experts in this mentoring group have successfully used these sites for 

their products and didn't have to place a huge opening order. I know of another 

seller that was able to place an order of only 100 unites at a very competitive 

price.

In addition, by using verified suppliers, there is a level of protection to make the 

transaction much safer.

In conclusion... There are many options when looking for a supplier for your 

product. One last option that wasn't mentioned above was using Trade Shows to 

find a private label supplier. We attended Coffee-Fest with the intent to find a 

Private Label supplier and although not all the coffee vendors were promoting 

private label services, almost all of them had a private label offering. We were 

able to talk with various suppliers all in one place by attending a tight niched 

trade show. The beauty of Trade Shows is you don't even need to attend to get 

access to the vendor list! As an attendee, you receive show emails and usually 

have access to the vendors and show specials. The good news is there are 

thousands of trade shows around the world that you can “attend” and build a 

huge list of suppliers from.
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Reverse Product Selection

Sometimes it may be easier to find a supplier than to choose a

product.  In this case, why not reverse engineer the process?

If you have a supplier with a great selection of items that can 

be private labeled then simply find the ones that fit the 

validation steps and test one by sending it into Amazon and 

gathering data to determine whether it's a winner or not.

Lesson 11 Assignment

Your assignment for this week is to choose suppliers for 

your private label products.

Use the sources to find a few potential suppliers for each of 

your product ideas.

If you are still looking for a product - use the Facebook 

group to help with brainstorming... there are PLENTY of 

products out there for all of us!

See you in the group...

Ryan Reger with Jenni Hunt, Jim Cockrum, and Brett Bartlett 

PL the Easy Way Mentoring Program

Coming Up Next...

In Lesson #12 we will be discussing how to contact potential 

suppliers.
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